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Pre-School

Pre-School

Baby has lost the dummy.
Where can it be?
BABY:

Baby’s Dummy has Disappeared!
Baby has a dummy. But the dummy has disappeared. Where can it
be? Baby searches high and low…
The books about Baby are cute stories for toddlers, full of fun, 
surprises and mischief. Mervi Lindman is an expert when it comes
to conveying humor and strong emotions in her short stories and
funny pictures. This is the perfect book to read to your toddler.
The pictures are full of facial expressions for them to copy and
drama too – everything to make parents and children watch, point
and laugh at Baby and his rabbit friend’s antics. This story is all
about Baby’s dummy – where can it be?

Series name Baby • Original title Bebbe letar nappen • Author & illustrator
Mervi Lindman • Format 170 x 170 mm, 32 pages, colour • Rights sold Danish,
Faroese, Finnish, Norwegian
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Pre-School

Pre-School

All Three
get Plasters

Good Night, Teddy
A cute bedtime story in rhyme! It’s not always easy to tear yourself away from having fun and having to go to sleep.
In the child’s cosy bedroom in Good Night,Teddy it’s time to go
to bed, but first the child must say good night to everyone and
everything. Good night Mr Troll, good night red skirt, good night
book and good night chair.
The award-winning poet and author Lotta Olsson has w
 ritten
a finely-tuned good night book in simple rhyming verse. The poetic
prose, together with Anna Lindsten’s stylish and warm illustrations, makes Good Night, Teddy the perfect picture book to end the
day with. It promises to be a future classic in children’s fiction.

ALL THREE:
Valle has a large plaster on her leg and Idde and Esther think this
is very unfair! However, Ester knows where the box of plasters is
kept and as usual, all three solve the situation in their own way.
Maria Nilsson Thore is one of our most beloved illustrators and
picture book authors. Her atmospheric, visual worlds encourage 
strong emotions and are extremely detailed for children and adults
to discover and lose themselves in. All Three Get Plasters is the
twelfth standalone book in the “All Three” series – charming and
funny picture books for preschoolers.

Original title God natt, min nalle • Author Lotta Olsson • Illustrator Anna
Lindsten • Format 210 x 210 mm, 32 pages, colour

Wait a Moment, Sam
SAM:
A cosy, familiar setting for little ones and their parents.
It’s raining outside, but all Sam wants to do is run outdoors
and splash around in the puddles. But wait! Before going outside, 
Sam must have a nappy change, put on a jumper, trousers and
waterproofs. Before long, both Sam and Dad are ready. But no,
wait a minute! Dad has to take a cafe-latte outside with him.
However, by the time the coffee is ready, Sam has disappeared!
Where on earth can Sam be? Dad looks everywhere but it turns
out that Sam doesn’t want to go out anymore. No, what Sam wants
now is to have a bath.
Sofia Rådström's wonderful rhyming stories have been well-
recieved by critics and readers alike.

Series name Sam • Original title Vänta, Sickan • Author & illustrator Sofia
Rådström • Format 170 x 170 mm, 32 pages, colour • Rights sold Danish
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Series name All Three • Original title Alla tre får plåster • Author & illustrator
Maria Nilsson Thore • Format 195 x 240 mm, 32 pages, colour • Rights sold
Chinese (simpl.), Danish, Finnish
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Picture Books

Picture Books

When the ice melts 
in the forest, there are
some surprises in store
for Vips!
VIPS:

Vips on Ice
It’s early spring in the forest and Vips, the little shrew, is out on a
skiing trip. Suddenly, he notices something on the ice so he takes
out his binoculars from his backpack and sees that it’s a fish
splashing around. How on earth did it get there?
By the time Vips gets to the edge of the ice, the fish is gone but
instead there’s a creature peeking out of the water with a large
head and flappy ears. It’s an otter! Vips gets a new and fun friend.
He learns more about the wildlife all around him.
Oskar Jonsson tells the tale of a charming creature full of
curiosity who wants to discover and save the world, helping
anyone who needs it. A wonderful picture book with irresistible
watercolour illustrations.
Be sure to read Vips by the Stream, and Vips in the Tree where
facts and fairytales live side by side.

Original title Vips på isen • Author & illustrator Oskar Jonsson • Format
215 x 280 mm, 32 pages, colour • Rights sold Chinese (simpl.), Danish
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Picture Books

Picture Books

Puck at
the Restaurant
PUCK:
Anna-Karin Garhamn’s series about Puck is a set of funny and
charming picture books about both the big and small adventures
of everyday life. Today, Puck is going to a restaurant. It’s the nicest
place Puck has ever seen! All the tables look as if they’re set for 
a party and there’s a small book which shows you all the food there
is to choose from. Unfortunately, there are no pancakes …
Mum helps Puck to order. It seems to take a long time before 
the food arrives though. Ugh, then it doesn’t taste like Puck
thought it would. Mum is full but Puck is still hungry. That’s good
though as that means there’s room for dessert!
Other books in the series include Puck goes to the Hairdresser,
Puck on an Aeroplane, Puck gets a Sibling, Puck goes to the Cinema,
Puck Learns to Ride a Bicycle, Puck and Rabbit Counts and Puck
goes to the Dentist.

Series name Puck • Original title Puck går på restaurang • Author & illustrator
Anna-Karin Garhamn • Format 210 x 210 mm, 32 pages, colour • Rights sold
Danish, Faroese, Finnish, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Russian
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THE WONDERFUL RABBIT FAMILY:

The Tale of the Wonderful Rabbit
Family and the Spaceship

It’s the most beautiful starry night in the Enchanted Forest and
the entire Rabbit family have gone to the Observatory to look at
stars and planets. Little Brother Rabbit loves everything about
space. The moon looks so nice and round through the telescope.
But wait! Doesn’t it look as if the moon is slowly coming down
towards the forest and moving closer towards Little Brother’s
telescope!?
A crazy and slightly scary story about creatures from outer
space who want to take over the wonderful forest. It takes
a brave little rabbit with the right equipment to save it!

Series name The Wonderful Rabbit Family • Original title Sagan om den
underbara familjen Kanin och Rymdskeppet • Author & illustrator Jonna
Björnstjerna • Format 195 x 260 mm, 32 pages, colour • Rights sold Chinese
(simpl.), Japanese, Korean
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Picture Books

The Gizmo
Rutger and Valter are two brothers who live together. Rutger is an
inventor and one day, he invents the best invention of all time; a
little gizmo which cleans, wipes and takes care of all the boring,
time-consuming household chores!
The little gizmo proves to be very effective indeed! It’s not long
before it’s cleaned the whole house and cooked the most wonderful food that Rutger and Valter could ever have imagined.
However, when the house is clean and the washing up has been
done, the gizmo starts to turn its attention to the two brothers
themselves. They shouldn’t eat so many sweets! They should stop
being so cranky and forgetful. Above all, they should get out of the
house more and go for walks in the fresh air.
It’s then that the brothers realize, far too late, that instead of
just cleaning up their home, they are actually cleaning up
themselves.
Martin Widmark delivers a humourous picture about longing
for something you might not actually want in the end. The book,
filled with wonderful illustrations by the Polish artist Emilia
Dziubak, tackles the topical subject of artificial intelligence.

The Robot Puppies
HEROES OF THE EARTH:
Super cute but mysterious puppies have eaten all the sweets in
town and there is not a single one left! It’s time for our Heroes of
the Earth to save the day. The Heroes are a bunch of friends with
superpowers who are all experts in dealing with villains. Join us
for an action-packed, laugh-out-loud adventure in the first book
about superheroes who save the Earth and its inhabitants over
and over again.
Peter Bergting has created his very own picture book universe
for young and old alike, where elements of classic comic books
and TV series meet intricate watercolour pictures and infectious
storytelling. This is the first book in the Heroes of the Earth
series for everyone who enjoys Spider-Man, Shimmer & Shine 
or Lego.
Series name Heroes of the Earth • Original title Jordens hjältar: Robotvalparna • Author & illustrator Peter Bergting • Format 195 x 260 mm,
32 pages, colour

The Mega Beam
HEROES OF THE EARTH:
Meet the favourite superheroes of children everywhere!
Help! A water monster is running amok in the city, crushing
everything in its path. What’s more, it can shrink people with its
powerful laser beam. It’s time to summon the team of superheroes
who are experts in dealing with villains: enter the Heroes of the
Earth! Join us for an action-packed adventure about superheroes
who save the Earth and its inhabitants over and over again.

Series name Heroes of the Earth • Original title Jordens hjältar: Megaztrålen
• Author & illustrator Peter Bergting • Format 195 x 260 mm, 32 pages, colour
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Original title Mojängen • Author Martin Widmark • Illustrator Emilia Dziubak
• Format 195 x 260 mm, 32 pages, colour
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6–9 Years

The Shadow

6–9 Years

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK:

An easy-to-read yet scary book!
On a dark autumn night, Alvaro is
walking home when he senses that he is
being followed. But when he turns around,
all he sees is his own shadow. The same
thing happens the next day, and Alvaro
soon realizes that his own shadow wants
to hurt him! Will he be able to escape from
his eternal follower?
Series name Read At Your Own Risk • Original
title Skuggan • Author Petrus Dahlin • Illustrator
Johanna Kristiansson • Format 148 x 210 mm,
64 pages, colour • Rights sold Danish, Norwegian

Märta and
the Secret
HORSES!:

Märta loves horses and so does her best
friend Maja. One day when they are out
riding, Maja says she has a cool secret to
tell her. But when Märta finds out what i t
is, she isn’t as happy as she should be: Maja’s
mum is to be a fellow-rider at the stables.
But riding is Maja’s and M
 ärta’s thing!
An easy-to-read story about horses,
parents and friends, and the fifteenth book
in the popular series “Horses!”.

Series name Horses! • Original title Märta och
hemlisen • Author & illustrator Erika Eklund
Wilson • Format 148 x 210 mm, 64 pages, colour
• Rights sold Danish, Polish

Thief !
FRIENDS-4-EVER:

An insightful depiction of relationships,
friendships and everyday problems in the
popular “Friends-4-Ever” series.
Julia has been given new marbles by her
father – including a special golden one.
Emilia, however, doesn’t have any marbles
– yet. So when Julia’s disappear, suspicion
turns to Emilia. Didn’t she seem a little
bit TOO fond of the golden marble? And
how come she suddenly has a whole bag
full? Is she a thief? Rumours are spreading
fast and before long, no one wants to be
friends with Emilia. But what if things are
not what they seem?

Series name Friends 4-Ever • Original title
Tjuvar och tjafs • Author Marie Oskarsson
• Illustrator Helena Bergendahl • Format
148 x 210 mm, 64 pages, colour • Rights sold Danish
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Look, a Rabbit!

Clip Clop

NUMBER 1 SUN STREET:

ANIMAL FRIENDS:

Look, a Rabbit! is the nineteenth standalone book in Helena Bross’
popular series about friends Axel and Omar. Ideal books for
beginners with short texts and simple words in capital letters.
Axel and Omar play on the swings in the park and dream
of having their own pet one day. Suddenly, they see something
moving. It’s a very cute rabbit! What if it were theirs?
Helena Bross is one of our most renowned authors with a envi
able collection of easy to read books for beginners. Her famous
books and series are now seen as classics for new readers.
Kadri IIlves’ colourful illustrations are in the style of the iconic
Ilon Wikland.

Easy reading in capital letters for curious new readers. Clip Clop
is the fourteenth book in the “Animal Friends” series, which is
perfect for little animal lovers who are just beginning to read for
themselves.
Ella is off to visit her cousins with her dog Bella. The cousins
love animals just as much as she does but they don’t own any themselves. They solve that problem by making hobby horses called
Pix, Pax and Pop. With their new horse friends, the cousins can
do everything a real horse rider can do: ride, take care of them and
compete with each other. Now, Ella wants to make her own too!
The book contains both an easy to read story as well as simple
instructions for anyone who wants to make their own horse friend.
Series name Number 1 Sun Street • Original title Axel och Omar. Titta, en
kanin! • Author Helena Bross • Illustrator Kadri Ilves • Format 148 x 210 mm,
64 pages, colour • Rights sold Danish, Finnish, Norwegian

The Ghost Trophy

Help! It Wasn’t
My Fault

THE MYSTERIOUS SCHOOL:
The Ghost Trophy is a longer standalone chapter book in Katarina
Genar’s scary “The Mysterious School” series. It’s both fun and
just scary enough for new readers with magical black and white
illustrations by Alexander Jansson.
My name is Greta and I love my mysterious school. Out of all
the subjects, sport is probably my favourite. Sally and I run in
competitions and we will soon be running in the Interschool
Championship; our school hasn’t taken part in it for a hundred
years! Why is that? And why does the big trophy on the shelf out
side the Sport hall keep falling over all the time?

HELP !:

Series name The Mysterious School • Original title Mystiska skolan. Spök
pokalen • Author Katarina Genar • Illustrator Alexander Jansson • Format
148 x 210 mm, 64 pages, b&w illustrations • Rights sold Arabic, Danish,
Norwegian
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Series name Animal Friends • Original title Hipp Hopp • Author and
illustrator Margareta Nordqvist • Format 148 x 210 mm, 64 pages, colour
• Rights sold Danish, Finnish, Norwegian

The “Help!” series of books have become hugely popular, building
on creating situations that children can easily identify with.
It’s going to be a very different kind of school day when the
teacher announces that the class is going to make sculptures
instead of having normal lessons. But soon enough, there is a fight
in the classroom and something gets broken.
The teacher says that she’s going to just give up and go home
– something she always says when the class is squabbling too
much – and that after lunch she’s not going to come back! Has the
class become so badly behaved that the teacher has finally left
for good?
In just a few words, Jo Salmson conveys strong emotions and
exciting situations all wonderfully brought to life by Lovisa Lesse’s
colourful illustrations.

Series name Help! • Original title Hjälp! Det var inte mitt fel • Author Jo
Salmson • Illustrator Lovisa Lesse • Format 148 x 210 mm, 64 pages, colour
• Rights sold Arabic, Danish, Norwegian
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6–9 Years

What would you wish for if
you found a spirit in a bottle?
Nelly Rapp and the Spirit in a Bottle

No lights on Christmas
Eve? Lasse and Maja
to the rescue!

mmer
The Su y Book
Holida here !
s
2020 i

In Nelly Rapp and the Spirit in a Bottle, Valle has finally started
in the same class as Nelly. Their wonderful teacher, Birgitta, is
about to retire and tells them that she plans to build a laboratory 
in the garage to try and invent an environmentally-friendly
fuel. However, when Nelly Rapp and Valle go up into the school’s
attic, they stumble upon a bottle with a spirit inside it. The spirit
explains that it is proven that research about new fuels can end in
horror and can even lead to someone living out their days trapped
in a bottle in a school attic!
Nelly Rapp and the Spirit in a Bottle is Martin Widmark and
Christina Alvner’s twentieth book about the monster agent Nelly
Rapp. As usual, it’s scary at times, but funny and easy-to-read too.

A Nearly Normal
Holiday with
the Jansson Family

CHRISTMAS IN VALLEBY
• The Big Powercut •
Read and solve the Christmas mystery together with children’s
favourite heroes Lasse and Maja! Martin Widmark and Helena
Willis have created a quirky, atmospheric story with a new and
exciting challenge on every page.
Whose fault is it that a powercut has plunged the entire town
of Valleby into darkness? – and on Christmas Eve too! Decipher
the codes, solve the puzzles and figure out how all the clues fit
together. Your reward: a wonderful Christmas celebration with
all your favourite characters from the Lasse and Maja books.

Series name The Whodunnit Detective Agency • Original title Jul i Valleby.
Det stora strömavbrottet • Author Martin Widmark • Illustrator Helena
Willis • Format 195 x 224 mm, 72 pages, colour • Rights sold Arabic, Bosnian,
Chinese (simpl. and complex), Croatian, Czech, Danish, English (India),
Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic,
Indonesian, Japanese, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Persian, Polish,
Portuguese (Brazil), Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Spanish, Thai,
Turkish, Vietnamese
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Series name Nelly Rapp • Original title Nelly Rapp och anden i flaskan
• Author Martin Widmark • Illustrator Christina Alvner • Format 148 x 210 mm,
96 pages, colour • Rights sold Albanian, Chinese (simpl.), Danish, Estonian,
Finnish, French, Italian, German, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Turkish

THE JANSSON FAMILY:

Series name The Jansson Family • Original title En helt vanlig semester
med Familjen Jansson • Author Martin Widmark • Illustrator Pelle Forshed
• Format 148 x 210 mm, 128 pages, colour • Rights sold Polish

Hold on tight! In Martin Widmark’s book about the ups and
downs of the Jansson family, basically anything can happen!
The entire Jansson family is going on a cycling holiday to
Palletofta campsite. Once there though, it’s not easy for c hildren
Kajsa and Alvin to keep track of their brave, playful and extremely
busy parents. Wait, doesn’t that sound strange to you? Well it
shouldn’t, as this is the funny and crazy story of a family where
kids and adults have switched places. Children Kajsa and Alvin
have taken on the parenting role while their mum and dad have
totally abandoned theirs! What they are doing instead is building
ant prisons, arranging a game of Cow Bingo and ( to the Manager’s
horror), mowing the grass at the campsite. The Jansson’s neigh
bours, the Yolmaz family, have also shown up at the campsite;
their family situation is just as crazy!
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New adventures
with Sigge, everyone’s
favourite pony

The Space Pilots
and the Prisoners of
the Black Hole

SIGGE :

THE SPACE PILOTS:

In the Stable with Sigge
Sigge, everyone’s favourite pony, is back!
It’s time to open the new stable and to organise training camps
for the Christmas holidays. The main activity is going to be
dressage and the group gets to practise with a real dressage judge.
Their goal is to enter the summer’s big competition in Denmark
and the girls have new challenges to overcome. However when
they get some bad news (which has nothing to do with the stables),
the most important thing for them is to be close to the horses and
to ensure that they are there when they need someone to listen ….
In the Stable with Sigge is part of the “Sigge” series and features
Elina and her friends in the cosy stable in Broby. And Sigge of
course, the cutest little Shetland pony Elina has ever seen.
Margareta Nordqvist’s adorable pictures are, as usual, in
perfect harmony with the heartwarming story by Lin Hallberg.

Series name Sigge • Original title I stallet med Sigge • Author Lin Hallberg
• Illustrator Margareta Nordqvist • Format 148 x 210 mm, 160 pages, colour
• Rights sold Danish, Finnish, German, Hungarian, Norwegian, Polish, Russian
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In space, anything can happen – and so it does in the quirky and
action-packed series “The Space Pilots” by Magnus Ljunggren
and Johanna Kristiansson.
Three space pilots Max, Kim and Sam just want to look at 
the mysterious black hole that has opened up next to their space
station. It sounds so exciting that everything is the exact opposite
of what it normally is, when it’s in a black hole. Nevertheless,
when they see some cute unicorns who have become stuck there,
they just have to help get them out. There’s one small problem
however: as soon as the unicorns come out, they naturally turn
into their exact opposites! Now, three wicked murderers have
been set free in space and the fate of the entire universe is at stake.

Series name The Space Pilots • Original title Rymdpiloterna och svarta
hålets fångar • Author Magnus Ljunggren • Illustrator Johanna Kristiansson
• Format 148 x 210 mm, 112 pages, colour • Rights sold Arabic, Danish
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The Spies of Oreborg

Foto Lena Sjöberg

New edition of
Jakob Wegelius’ debut

9–12 Years

Jakob Wegelius is a renowned
children’s author who also illustra
tes his own stories.
Jakob studied literature and
philosophy and graduated from
the University of Arts, Crafts and
Design in 1996. He now works as
a graphic designer, illustrator and
author. His books have been trans
lated into almost 20 languages
and have been awarded the August
Prize, the Deutscher Jugendlitera
turpreis, The Nordic Council
Children and Young People’s Lite
rature Prize, The Prix Sorcières
and Expressen’s Heffaklumpen.

Jakob Wegelius.

The Commander thinks that they haven’t got nearly enough
secrets on the Snårholm islands and so sends Master Nillebu
to the neighbouring town of Oreborg to spy. They find a place
filled with shady characters: Sparven, Agent X and Titi Hara
amongst others.
This is a story in the spirit of Ture Sventon and Agaton Sax
and comes with magical illustrations. A fine, new edition of
Jakob Wegelius’ debut novel.
Original title Spionerna i Oreborg • Author & illustrator Jakob Wegelius
• Format 195 x 260 mm, 96 pages, b&w illustrations

Sally Jones is back!
The False Rose
“You have asked me to write down everything I know about the
man they used to call Shetland Jack. And I will; I will tell you
about his hard life. Then, you will find out the awful truth of his
mysterious disappearance.
However, the story of Shetland Jack didn’t end when his ship
was found abandoned in Glasgow’s docks. Now, Jack’s fate has
become intertwined with my own. I must also write about this,
even though it will be hard for me. Sometimes, I just want to
forget about the long winter in the house on Oswald Street and
all the bad things that happened there.
Your friend, Sally Jones.”
In The False Rose we delve into the mystery surrounding the
ship The Hudson Queen. The search for the truth takes the
ship’s crew – engineer Sally Jones and Skipper Henry Koskela
– to Scotland and Glasgow’s underworld, and their journey takes
a fateful turn. For Sally Jones, life itself is at stake.
This is a standalone but also a sequel to the August Prize-
winning book The Legend of Sally Jones and The Murderer’s Ape.
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Original title Den falska rosen • Author & illustrator Jakob Wegelius • Format
143 x 183 mm, 528 pages, b & w illustrations
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ATHENA:

Athena. How Hard Can it Be ?
Elin Ek’s Athena is a good friend who, with bags of confidence and
a can-do attitude, tries to change the world for the better, leaving
the reader with the feeling that nothing is impossible.
The older students climb trees during the breaks at Athena’s
school. For a hundred years, the students at Lindskolan have hung
out in Tröstan and Stora Skuggan (Comfort and The Great Shadow)
or on one of the other ancient lime trees in the school garden. It’s
there that they’ve told each other secrets, played cards and climbed to the highest branches. However, the neighbours think that
the leaves cause a mess and the trees don’t look too healthy either.
It would seem that the linden trees are under threat!
The Save the Earth Club calls for a crisis meeting but Yousef
doesn’t show up. Aicha says he saw him in town… but with a girl…
Luckily, Athena is the world’s best at just about everything and
she can find solutions to problems where no one else can!

Unleash the magic!
Johanna Strömqvist is both an
editor and author of YA-novels.
She loves hard rock music and
monsters as well as children’s
books.

IN THE MONSTER KINGDOM :

Series name In The Monster Kingdom • Original title I monstrens rike. Sjöodjuren och de förstenade monstren • Author Johanna Strömqvist • Illustrator
Johan Idesjö • Format 148 x 210 mm, 168 pages, b & w illustrations
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Johanna Strömqvist.

Foto Stefan Tell

Come with us into the world of magic, machines, monsters and
mega adventure! Saga and her family live in a castle in the forest.
One day, someone sends them a mysterious, enchanted bottle, and
nothing is the same again …. for a spell is put on all of the monsters
inside the castle.
Saga and her friends have to leave the castle to save them. 
But where on earth are they going to go? Who is behind the spell?
They’re forced to go on a dangerous journey across the sea in
order to try and find out.
And so starts yet another action-packed and frightening tale
from the Monster Kingdom. A real adventure to get your teeth
into with magical and beautiful illustrations by Johan Idesjö.

Foto David Landoll

The Sea Monsters and
the Petrified Creatures

Elin Ek is a TV host, radio speaker,
author and television producer.
Over the years she has won many
awards, among them the RFSU
prize and the Rausing’s Speech
award from the University of Lund.
In 2005, she was named Ambas
sador for the RBU – The National
Association for Disabled Children
and Young People.
As an author, she has written
the “Athena” series and the non-
fiction children’s books titles Craft,
Creation and Thinking and I Cultivate – Indoors, on The Balcony and
in The Garden.

Elin Ek.

Series name Athena • Original title Athena. Hur svårt kan det vara? • Author
Elin Ek • Format 135 x 185 mm, 192 pages, color
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The Perfect Weather for Suffering
Bim’s life really seems to begin when she first hears the musician
David Dvorâk. She cries through the entire album, gripped by
some kind of insight into life itself. But now it feels like her life is
already about to end, as she finds one morning a stranger in a
bathrobe cooking eggs in her mother’s kitchen. He REALLY looks
like her idol, David Dovrâk. Bim turns away from the man to think.
She hasn’t got any one to debrief with after the incident but she
does know that she’s got to eliminate all traces of idol worship,
such as the altar to David that she has in her room at her Dad’s
house.
Åsa Asptjärn has the deepest respect for her readers and writes
with sharp humour and just a little bit of darkness.

Morris’ life is in chaos.
Things can’t get worse,
can they ?
MORRIS MOHLIN:

Morris Mohlin, Living Target

Maria Frensborg was born in
Uppsala and teaches Swedish and
English at secondary school.
She explains that she enjoys
writing as it enables her to stretch
her imagination and bring fictional
characters to life. She gets her
inspiration from her own children
and from everything else around
her. When she isn’t writing, she
loves to go cycling and drink
English tea.

Foto Emil Malmborg

Foto Eva Lindblad

Meet Morris – a teenage boy with a knack for messing things up.
Author Maria Frensborg and illustrator Kalle Landgren’s new
series is a perfect read for anyone who loves Diary of a Wimpy
Kid. Brutal humour at its best!
It goes without saying that life is not going to be easy for 
Morris when the school bully Kringlan forces him to hide a bag
of white powder in the school locker. It doesn’t get any easier
either when Morris misinterprets Mirre’s Chewbacca impression
as an attempt to kiss, or when Mirre’s dad accuses him of being
a stalker.
However SOMEONE seems to like Morris – or how else should
he interpret the crocheted penis he receives from neighbour
Aunt Erna …?

Åsa Asptjärn.

Maria Frensborg.

Series name Morris Mohlin • Original title Morris Mohlin är levande måltavla
• Author Maria Frensborg • Illustrator Kalle Landegren • Format 148 x 210 mm,
140 pages, b&w illustrations • Rights sold Danish
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Åsa Asptjärn makes readers laugh
out loud. She is a drama writer and
is a comedy sketch writer. Every
one who has read, loved and grown
up with Adrian Mole will love to
find a new friend in Emanuel Kent.
And those readers who have grown
out of Greg in Diary of a Wimpy
Kid, can now read about yet another
anti-hero but this time about a teenager with spots, a big nose and
stubble on his upper lip.

Original title Perfekt väder för lidande • Author Åsa Asptjärn • Format
125 x 205 mm, 220 pages
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KING POW:

Game Over
In Game Over, Division 33 must fight against the entire digi-tal
world. Wasabee, an Artificial Intelligence, is really fond of
computer games, and now has challenged the world to the game
of all games; a game of life and death.
Our heroes are forced to travel via propeller planes from the
interwar period, and aren’t allowed to use any digital aids along
the way. However, the big question is not whether the earth will
survive this horrific threat, but rather how Master Ju is going
to survive without his games when he’s not allowed to charge
his mobile!

Would you dare venture
into the valley where
no human has gone for
decades ?
KING POW:

Foto Stefan Tell

The Valley of Death

Ola Lindholm and Johan Lindqvist
have written stories based on what
they themselves liked to read when
they were growing up. The adven
tures of King Pow are books that
offer entertainment, fast-paced
scenes and loads of action.”

Ola Lindholm and Johan Lindqvist.

Series name King Pow • Original title Kung Pow. Dödens Dal • Authors
Ola Lindholm and Johan Lindqvist • Illustrator Kevin Olberg • Format
148 x 210 mm, 144 pages, b&w illustrations
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Since the beginning of time, there have always been criminals but
equally, there have always been those who have fought crime and
stood up for justice.
Twelve year old Sam has trained to become one of the world’s
strongest and most skilled agents. He’s joined by King Pow
champion Ju and computer genius Aisha, and together the trio
forms Division 33 that works to foil the world’s evil forces. What’s
more, there are many forces to fight as the villains seem to be
everywhere among us…
In The Valley of Death, Sam and Master Ju are forced to travel
to Uganda to find out why all the gorillas have suddenly disapp
eared from the jungle. The clues lead them all the way to the
Valley of Death, where no human has ventured for decades. With
the help of local top agent Lucky Mbete, and her expert knowledge
of the jungle, they manage to get into the valley and discover that
they are actually about to embark on one of the most dangerous
adventures of their lives.
The books in the “King Pow” series are filled with exciting
adventures and fast-paced action.

Series name King Pow • Original title Kung Pow. Game Over • Authors
Ola Lindholm and Johan Lindqvist • Illustrator Kevin Olberg • Format
148 x 210 mm, 176 pages, b & w illustrations
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Non-Fiction

Let’s go back to when
time itself began…

Non-Fiction

The World’s First Human Being
Bang! This is the story of the beginning of time itself – the Big
Bang and the moment the universe was created.
When little Ia is born, she is the first human on earth. Join her
on an exciting journey into the future, where you get to make all
the sounds to go with the story! Sounds that are the same as those
we hear today. What does the pitter-patter of rain sound like?
What about when a wolf howls or when your stomach growls? 
The First Human Being is a fun and interactive book full of facts
about humanity for children and adults to enjoy together.
Original title Världens första människa • Author Carin Hjulström • Illustrator
Anders Nyberg • Format 195 x 260 mm, 40 pages, colour • Rights sold Danish

GUY:

Guy and the Ambulance
Ouch! Guy has hurt his leg. Fortunately, mum is there to help and
they don’t need to ring for an ambulance. Guy asks mum if she’s
ever driven an ambulance at all. She has of course, as she’s driven
most kinds of vehicles at some point. She even once worked as a
paramedic and so knows everything about how ambulances work.
In Guy and the Ambulance, Johan Anderblad mixes facts and
stories just like in the previous Guy books – a series about large
vehicles for small children. Together with Filippa Widlund’s
wonderfully detailed and realistic illustrations, this is magic for
tiny fans of big vehicles in picture book form!

Series name Guy • Original title Bojan och ambulansen • Author Johan
Anderblad • Illustrator Filippa Widlund • Format 195 x 260 mm, 32 pages,
colour • Rights sold Danish
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